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Ripasso UNIT 6 “Nature is home”

 Vocabulary:   Geographical features, weather.
 Grammar:   Comparatives of adjectives and adverbs, (not) as… as, superlative

of adjectives and adverbs, too much/many, too/not enough

 Functions:   Asking about places, talking about geographical features and 
comparing places; asking about and describing the weather.

UNIT 7 “  Time for adventure  ”  

 Vocabulary:   Holidays, travel and transport.
 Grammar:   be going to, prepositions of motion, present continuous for future 

arrangements, present simple for fixed timetables

 Functions:   asking for and giving directions; asking for and giving travel 
information and thanking.

UNIT 8 “  What will be will be  ”  

 Vocabulary:   homes and contents, technology.
 Grammar:   will, will vs. be going to and the Present Continuous, Zero and First

conditionals.

 Functions:   clarifying and asking for repetition, asking for and offering help and
giving instructions.

UNIT 9 “  That’s entertainment  ”  

 Vocabulary:   TV, film and theatre, music.
 Grammar:   present perfect, been vs. gone, present perfect with ever/never, 

just/already/yet

 Functions:   introducing a topic and moderating criticism, responding and 
showing interest and inviting others to speak.
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UNIT 10 “  Get the look  ”  

 Vocabulary:   clothes, fashion and style, jewellery.
 Grammar:   present perfect with for/since, present perfect vs. Past simple

 Functions:   describing personal style, asking for and giving opinions about 
clothes, and being diplomatic.

DAL TESTO “ENGAGE! 2” - Berlis-Bowie-Jones – ed. Pearson-Longman

UNIT 1 “  A new start  ”  

 Vocabulary:   extended families and relationships.
 Grammar:   been vs. gone, used to, each other/one another, verbs plus gerund

or infinitive, want/need/expect/force someone to do something; make 
someone do something.

 Functions:   making a phone call, answering, introducing yourself, explaining 
your call, taking and passing on a message.
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